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Summer’s Dream Mural Now on Display at the Roadhouse Bar & Grill 

“Meet the Artist” at the August 15th Roll-In 

 

Diane and Clay Arends, owners and operators of the Roadhouse Bar & Grill, in Wabasso, MN, are pleased to 
announce a new addition to their thriving small town business - a hand-painted mural called “Summer’s Dream.”   
 
Wabasso HS Art Teacher Michelle Koppien was commissioned by the Arends’, upon recommendation from their 15 
year old granddaughter, who was a student in Michelle’s art class.  “She had seen my art at school. A fair amount 
of all of my art ends up with motorcycles in it because that’s what I love!”  said Ms. Koppien.  Getting to know 
Diane and Clay, and the history of the Roll-Ins, with a total of 118 hours of painting and detailing, the result is a 12’ 
x 20’ mural that truly depicts a Roadhouse Roll-In event and captures how popular these roll-ins have become 
since their start in 2006.  According to the artist, who is beginning her 30

th
 year of teaching art, “When you view 

this picture, you should almost be able to feel the sun on your face, hear the deep rumble of bikes and cars, and 
smell the burgers sizzling out back.”  Diane and Clay are very pleased with mural, and would like to invite the 
public to come out to the next Roll-In on August 15, for all the regular roll-in fun, the huge burger and salad bar, 
plus the “Meet the Artist” feature. 
 
 
The Roadhouse Bar & Grill is located in Wabasso, MN, and specializes in gourmet hamburgers, “making the 
ordinary hamburger – extraordinary!”  The Roadhouse Roll-Ins began in 2006, and have grown to host as many as 
3800 motorcycles, muscle cars, and other “fun enthusiasts.”  The famous Roll-Ins are family friendly, fun-filled 
events, with something for everyone, and also feature vendors and many prize-giveaways. 
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